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ABSTRACT 
We give a precise characterization, in terms of parity digraphs, of those square 
matrices A such that, for every matrix B with the same sign pattern as A, B-’ exists 
and has the same sign pattern as A-‘. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Two real matrices A = [aijlmxn and B = [bij],,, have the same sign 
pattern if, for each pair i, j (1~ i < m, 1~ j < n), either a ij = b,, = 0 or 
a i jbi j > 0. The matrix property described in the abstract is preserved under 
the following matrix operations: Permutation of rows or columns, multiplica- 
tion of a row or column by a nonzero constant, and multiplication of an entry 
by a positive constant. A necessary condition for a matrix A to have the 
property in the abstract is that some term in the standard expression of the 
determinant is nonzero. (Such a term can be found in polynomial time by a 
graph matching algorithm; see [l].) So it is sufficient to solve the problem in 
the title for square matrices whose entries in the main diagonal are 1 and all 
other entries are f 1 or zero. 
*This work was done while the author was Visiting Neilson Research Professor at Smith 
College, Fall 1987. The problem was posed by Robert Carrier, Smith College. 
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If A = [Uijlnxn is a matrix with 1 in the main diagonal, then we associate 
with A a digraph (directed graph) DA with vertices ui, vs,. . . , v, such that 
DA has an arc (directed edge) from vi to vi (i # j) if and only if aij # 0. If 
aii > 0 we assign weight 1 to vivj, and if aij < 0 we assign weight 0 to vivj. 
It is well known and easy to see [l] that every matrix with the same sign 
pattern as A has nonzero (and hence positive) determinant if and only if 
(i) DA has no cycle of even weight. 
(When we speak of a cycle or path we always mean a directed cycle or path. 
The weight of a cycle or path is the sum of weights on its arcs.) 
A matrix A satisfying (i) is also called an Gmutrix. A matrix A satisfying 
the condition in the abstract is a special type of Lmatrix. A must also satisfy 
the following condition: If Aij is the matrix obtained from A by replacing aij 
with 1 and replacing all other entries in the i th row and j th column with 0, 
then all nonzero terms (if any) in the standard expression for det( Aij) have 
the same sign. It is easy to see that this holds if and only if 
(ii) for any i, j with i # j, 1~ i < n, 1~ j < n, all weights of paths from 
vi to vi in DA have the same parity. 
A weighted digraph D satisfying (i) and (ii) will be called a strict parity 
digruph. Its underlying unweighted digraph is called a purity digruph. It is 
unknown if there exists a polynomially bounded algorithm for deciding if (i) 
holds (although there are several sufficient conditions; see [3-51). Moreover, 
it is an NP-complete problem to decide if all weights of paths from one fixed 
vertex to another fixed vertex in a weighted digraph have the same parity 
(see [l, 41). However, we present a precise characterization of the strong 
parity digraphs and of the strict parity digraphs and answer thereby Currier’s 
question in the title of the paper. Manber [2] characterized a class of digraphs 
satisfying (i) and a condition with a slight analogy to (ii). 
2. TERMINOLOGY 
Our terminology is standard. A digruph D is a set of vertices, denoted 
V(D), and a set of ordered pairs of distinct pairs of vertices, called arcs. If 
the arc uv is present, we say that u dominates v. The number of vertices 
dominated by u is called the outdegree of u and is denoted d;(u) or just 
d+(u). The digraph D is strong if, for any vertices u, v, D has a path from u 
to v and a path from v to U. A maximal strongly connected subdigraph of D 
is called a strong component of D. A terminal component is a strong 
component D’ such that no vertex in D’ dominates any vertex outside D’. 
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Contracting an arc uv in digraph D means that we delete uv (and vu if 
it is present) and we identify u and v. 
3. PARITY DIGRAPHS 
Let D, be the digraph with vertices v, x, y and arcs xv, yv, xy, yx. Let 
D, be obtained from D, by reversing the direction of all arcs. Clearly, neither 
of D,, D, is a parity digraph. More generally, if a digraph D contains a 
subdivision of one of D,, D,, then D is not a parity digraph. The following is 
a key result in the paper. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf D is a digraph with at least two vertices such that 
each vertex (except possibly one) has outdegree at least 2, then D contains a 
subdivision of D,. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on the total number of 
vertices and arcs in D. If IV( D)l < 3, then D 2 D,, so assume that IV(D)( > 4. 
We consider first the case where D is not strong, and we let D’ be a 
terminal component of D. If IV( D’)l 2 2, then we apply the induction 
hypothesis to D’. So assume that D’ = { v}. Let D” be a terminal compo- 
nent of D - v. If D” has only one vertex which dominates v, then we can 
apply the induction hypothesis to D”. So assume that D” has two distinct 
vertices, say x and y, which dominate v. Let C be a cycle in D” containing 
x, and let P be a shortest path from C to y in D” Then C U P U { v} U 
{xv, yv} is a subdivision of D,. So we can assume that D is strong. 
If all vertices of D have outdegree at least 2, then we delete an arc of D 
and apply the induction hypothesis. So assume that ry is an arc of D such 
that d+(x) = 1. Let D’ be obtained from D by contracting the arc xy into a 
new vertex v’. Since d&(y) >, 2, D’ has at least two vertices. If D’ satisfies 
the assumption of Proposition 1, then D’ contains a subdivision of D,. This 
subdivision can easily be modified into a subdivision of D, in D. So we can 
assume that D’ has at least two vertices x’, y’ of outdegree 1. Assume 
without loss of generality that v’ # x’. Then x’ dominates both x and y in D 
because d&(x) < d A(x). If v’ = y’, then y dominates x in D and hence 
x, y, x’ induce a subdigraph containing D,. If v’ # y’, then y’ dominates both 
x and y in D. We let P be a shortest path from y to x in D. Then P does 
not contain both of x’, y’; say x’4P. Now PU{x’}U{x’x,x’y,xy} is a 
subdivision of D,. n 
We now characterize the strong parity digraphs in terms of forbidden 
subdigraphs. 
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THEOREM 1. A strong digraph D is a parity digraph if and only if D 
does not contain a subdivision of D,. 
Proof. As we noted earlier, the necessity is trivial. We prove the 
sufficiency by induction on n = IV( D)l. For n < 3 the statement is easily 
verified, so assume that n 2 4. By Proposition 1, D contains a vertex v of 
outdegree 1. Let D’ be the digraph obtained from D by contracting the 
unique arc vu leaving v into a vertex 0’. Since D contains no subdivision of 
D,, also D’ contains no subdivision of D,. By the induction hypothesis, the 
arcs of D’ can be weighted so that the resulting weighted digraph is a strict 
parity digraph. We use the same weights for D. In addition, we assign the 
weight 0 to vu and the weight 1 to uv if uv is present. We claim that this 
turns D into a strict parity digraph. Clearly, D satisfies (i). The only possible 
way that (ii) can be violated is that D - u contains a path P, from a vertex x 
to v and D contains a path Pz from x to v containing u. But then the union 
of P, and Pz contains a subdivision D’ of D,. Let x’ be the vertex of 
outdegree 2 in D’. Then the union of D’ and a shortest path from D’ - x’ to 
x’ contains a subdivision of D,. This contradiction shows that D is a parity 
digraph. n 
The argument at the end of the proof of Theorem 1 shows that a strong 
digraph contains a subdivision of D, iff it contains a subdivision of D2. 
The proof of Theorem 1 implies that there exists a polynomially bounded 
algorithm either for finding a subdivision of D, in D or for making D into a 
strict parity digraph. However, there is a more straightforward polynomial 
algorithm for deciding if a digraph contains a subdivision of D,, based on the 
following observation: A digraph D contains a subdivision of D, iff D 
contains a vertex v and D - v contains a strong component D’ such that, for 
every vertex x of D’, D - x contains a path from D’- x to v. 
We can also give a precise recursive description of the maximal strong 
parity digraphs. Consider the disjoint union of two strong digraphs D’ and 
D”. Add an arc xiys from D’ to D” and an arc xsy, from D” to D’. Assume 
further that either xi dominates yi or xi = yi for i = 1,2. Then it is easy to see 
that D is a strong parity digraph iff both D’ and D” are parity digraphs. 
Furthermore, D is a maximal parity digraph iff both D’ and D” are maximal 
parity digraphs. The last statement is an easy consequence of Theorem 1. 
Note that the addition of an arc to D between D’ and D” always results in a 
subdivision of D, (and D,). 
We now define a class F of digraphs as follows: F contains the strong 
digraph on two vertices, and if D’, D” are in F, then also the digraph D 
defined above is in F. Then all digraphs in F are strong maximal parity 
digraphs. The next result shows that F is precisely the family of strong 
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maximal parity digraphs. Note that each digraph with n vertices in F has 
2n - 2 arcs. 
PROPOSITION 2. Every strong parity digraph D with at least two vertices 
contains two arcs el, e, such that the underlying undirected graph of 
D - {e,, es} is disconnected. 
Proof (by induction on jV( D)l). If IV( D)l = 2, there is nothing to prove. 
So we assume that IV(D)1 z 3. 
From the proof of Theorem 1 it follows that D has an edge whose 
contraction results in a (strong) parity digraph D’. By the induction hypothe- 
sis D’ has two arcs such that D’ - {e,, e,} is disconnected. Then also 
D - { e,, e, } is disconnected. n 
To see that Proposition 2 implies the statement before it, we let D be a 
strong maximal parity digraph and we let e,, es be as in Proposition 2. Since 
D is strong, D - {e,, e,} has only two connected components (in the 
undirected sense) D’, D”. Since D is strong, we can assume that ei = x,y,, 
es = xsy,, where xi, y, E V(D’) and x2, ys E V(D”). The addition of xiyi 
(i = 1,2) will not create a subdivision of D, or D2. Hence xiyi is present if 
xi # yi. Now it is easy to see that both D’, D” are strong maximal parity 
digraphs. 
We complete this section by presenting another recursive characterization 
of the strong parity digraphs. If D is a strong parity digraph, then the 
following simple operations result in a new strong parity digraph (as can 
easily be proved using Theorem 1): 
(1) Select a vertex v in D. Add a new vertex u and the arcs uv and vu. 
(2) Select an arc xy in D. Add a new vertex z and the arcs xz, zy. Delete 
the arc xy (or leave it). 
(3) Select an arc xy in D such that D - xy has no path from z to y. Add 
a new vertex z and the arcs xz, zy. Delete the arc ry, and add precisely one 
of the arcs zx, yz. 
Conversely, every strong parity cligraph can be obtained from the strong 
digraph on two vertices using the three operations (l), (2), (3). In order to 
prove this it is sufficient to show that every strong parity cligraph contains a 
vertex which has at most two neighbors and which is incident with at most 
three arcs. (We leave it to the reader to prove that this suffices.) For technical 
reasons we prove a slightly stronger statement. 
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F~OP~SITION 3. Zf D is a strong parity digraph with at least three 
vertices and xy is an arc of D, then D has a vertex z + x, y such that z has at 
most two neighbors and is incident with at most three arcs. 
Proof (by induction on ]V( D)l). If ]V( D)l = 3, there is nothing to prove. 
So assume that ]V( D)l > 4. We can assume that D is a maximal parity 
digraph. Let D’, D” be as in the remarks following Proposition 2. 
If none of D’, D” has more than two vertices, then it is easy to find z. So 
assume that IV(D’jl > 3. If D’ does not contain xy, then we apply the 
induction hypothesis to D’, where x,y, now plays the role of xy if rl z y,. 
(If xi = y,, we let any arc incident with x1 play the role of xy.) So assume 
that D’ contains xy. If D” has at most two vertices, then any of them can 
play the role of z. So assume that ]V( D”)l >, 3. Now we complete the proof 
by repeating the above argument with D” instead of D’. n 
4. STRICT PARITY DIGRAPHS AND THE SIGN PATTERN OF 
INVERSE MATRICES 
We now return to our original problem. We consider a weighted digraph 
D, and we wish to decide if D is a strict parity digraph. If not, we shall 
exhibit either a cycle of even weight [showing that (i) does not hold] or two 
distinct vertices X, y and two paths from x to y whose weights have different 
parity [showing that (ii) does not hold]. 
We first find the strong components of D and test if one of these contains 
a subdivision of D,. If we find such a subdivision, we have shown that either 
(i) or (ii) fails. 
So we can assume that each strong component is a parity digraph (by 
Theorem 1). Knowing this, it is not difficult to decide if a strong component 
D’ is a strict parity digraph. By Proposition 3, D’ has a vertex z which has at 
most two neighbors and is incident with at most three arcs. We transform D’ 
into a new weighted digraph D” as follows: If z has only one neighbor, then 
we test if the cycle containing z and its neighbor has odd weight and we let 
D” = D’ - z. If z has two neighbors x and y and D’ contains the arcs xz, zy 
(and possibly one of yz, w), then we let D” be the digraph obtained from 
D” by deleting z and adding the arc xy if that arc is not already present. If 
the arc xy is already present, it should have the same weight as the path xzy. 
If xy is not present in D’, we assign the weight of xzy to xy in D”. (We also 
check that any cycle of length 2 containing z has odd weight.) Then D” is a 
strict parity digraph if and only if D’ is. Repeating the above procedure with 
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D” instead of D’, we decide in polynomial time if D’ is a strict parity 
digraph. 
We can now assume that each strong component of D is a strict parity 
digraph. We now transform D into an acyclic digraph H as follows. For each 
vertex v in D there are two distinct vertices vi and vs in H. We add an arc 
vivs of weight zero. If v and u are in the same strong component of D, then 
H contains the arc vius whose weight (modulo 2) is the same as the weight 
of the paths from v to U. If vu is an arc of D such that v and u are in 
distinct components of D, then H contains the arc vsui of the same weight 
as VU. Clearly, H is acyclic. If D contains two distinct vertices x, y and two 
paths from x to y whose weights have different parity, then x and y are in 
distinct strong components of D and we get two paths of different weight 
(modulo 2) from x1 to y, in H. Assume, conversely, that I’, and Ps are paths 
from xi to yj (16 i Q 2, 16 j < 2) in H such that P, and Pz have different 
weight (modulo 2). Then x and y are in distinct strong components of D, 
and we get two paths from r to y in D of different weight modulo 2. 
We have reduced the problem of deciding if D is a strict parity digraph 
to that of deciding if the acyclic digraph H is a strict parity digraph. Let H’ 
be obtained from h by inserting a new vertex of indegree 1 and outdegree 1 
on each arc of weight zero. Let V( H’) = { v 1, v2,. . . , v, }, and let B be the 
matrix [bijlmxm such that bij = 1 if vi dominates vi, and bi j = 0 otherwise. 
It is well known (and easy to prove by induction on k) that the ijth entry in 
Bk is the number of paths of length k from vi to vi in H’. Now we calculate 
all the matrices B, B2,. . . , I?“. It follows that D is a strict parity digraph iff, 
for each i, j (1~ i < m, 1~ j < m), the ijth entry is zero in all of B, B3, B5,. . . 
or in all of B2, B4, B6 ,... . 
We can summarize the discussion as follows. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a polynomially bounded algorithm with the 
following property: For any n x n real nonsingular matrix A, either the 
algorithm produces a matrix B with the same sign pattern as A such that 
either det B and det A have opposite sign, or A- ’ and B- ’ have diffeent 
sign patterns; or else the algorithm tells us that, for each matrix B with the 
same sign pattern as A, B is nonsingular and B-l has the same sign pattern 
aS A-‘. W 
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